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The Rise of Neoliberalism Or, Why is capitalism so good at reproduction? “We're all Keynesians now.” - Richard Nixon, United States President, 1972 “I should have drunk more champagne.” - John Maynard Keynes, Economist, Last Words In 1976, biologist Richard Dawkins published his now famous book The Selfish Gene, which outlined a revolutionary new perspective on the science of biology. Dawkins pointed out that the process of evolution was not about the survival of well-adapted species, but the proliferation of well-adapted genes. Organisms, he suggested, were simply vehicles which better enabled genes to replicate themselves, by gathering for them the required raw materials. The reasoning behind this is blindingly simple; something which is capable of churning out vast quantities of itself is obviously going to overwhelm the competition through sheer force of numbers. Genes do not 'want' to expand their domains in a conscious sense; but because the genes which replicate well are the ones which are found in the greatest number, overall they behave as if they do. In addition, there is a positive feedback effect: genes that produce great numbers of organisms capable of making their environment more hospitable for their peers (and less so for their competitors) encourage yet more proliferation of those genes. The idea of a selfish gene has strong resonance with the rise of neoclassical capitalism, or neoliberalism. Countless commentators throughout the last century, Keynes most notable among them, pointed out the flaws in the classical economic model, flaws which in practical terms have led to failing states (post-soviet Russia); deepening poverty (sub-Saharan Africa); and declining social welfare (the United States). It seems irrational that capitalism, in its current favored vehicle of neoliberalism, should continue to proliferate despite such manifold failings. The reason for this apparent contradiction of 3159371 – COMD1001 Essay 2 1 of 10



common sense is that in realpolitik, as on the evolutionary battlefield of biology, it is not on the basis of practical merit that the dominant ideology is 'naturally selected'. Capitalism consistently expands its domain because capitalism is so incredibly efficient at replicating itself1. I will argue that the rise of the political movement of neoliberalism is due to the replicative prowess of the economic structure of capitalism. Firstly, I will identify some social consequences of a capitalist economy, and demonstrate that the declining social cohesion which occurs as societies move from welfare to free market states builds further momentum towards neoliberalism. Secondly, I will outline the role of globalisation in the creation of conditions favorable to neoliberalism, and discuss the impacts of increasing trade interdependence and the growing role of neoliberal institutions. Thirdly, I will briefly discuss the reasons why Keynesian mixed economies are not as good as capitalism when it comes to self-proliferation. Finally, if by some miracle I have not grossly overshot the word limit, I will outline Steve Keen's contention that neoclassical dogma is self-perpetuating in the academic world as well as the economic one. Before all that, however, we must first define what neoliberalism actually is. “Society Does Not Exist” Neoliberalism is to capitalism what evangelism is to Christianity. It is the fundamental theory in action; the belief that classical theory is the best way to run an economy and that government should put their money where their mouths are. Neoliberalists advocate small government; privatization where possible, and PPPs2 where not; strong property protection laws; deregulated labour; low taxes matched by low spending; laissez-faire domestic markets; and most importantly, open international ones. The neoliberal ideal is an individualist one, which insists on the atomized nature of 1 Dawkins might have described Capitalism as a 'meme'; however, due to the frequency with which that term is misused and the degree to which it is often misconstrued, I will avoid it. 2 Public-Private Partnerships.
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economic action. In the words of preeminent neoliberalist Margret Thatcher, “Society does not exist”. Wait a moment: neoliberalism is beginning to sound a lot like the core principles of classical capitalism, just modernized and given a fancy name. Does this mean that the argument 'capitalism leads to neoliberalism' is a tautologous one? Not quite. Whereas capitalism is simply a mode of production, neoliberalism is an ideology built around that mode of production. To return to the 'selfish gene' analogy, neoliberalism is the organism constructed by the gene of capitalism to better spread itself across the genetic landscape. As I will try to show, it does an incredibly good job. The Inequality Loop A consistent trend in OECD countries over the last 50 years has been a 'U-turn' in income inequality that has accompanied the rise of the neoliberal ideal. Almost all OECD nations have to some extent experienced an overall fall in inequality between the end of WWII and the 1970s, followed by a sharp rise continuing into the present day (Atkinson p. 33-44). Inequality is a consistent outcome of the liberalization of markets, a fact acknowledged by even the most vehement free-marketeers. This is the result of two central tenants of classical economics; firstly, that the intervention of the state in the form of wealth distribution is 'market interference' and should be avoided; and second, that economic gain is a result of entrepreneurship and hence income disparity is the inevitable consequence of an unforgiving marketplace (Coburn p. 138f). So what are the social outcomes of such levels of inequality? Under some circumstances, it can lead to increasing cohesiveness within lower socioeconomic classes; a kind of 'us vs them' mentality emerges, possibly even developing into revolution. In modern times, however, society is unlikely to be divided between absolute poverty and exploitative luxury. Instead, we see an enormous, financially ambitious middle class less
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Illustration 1: The perpetual loops through which capitalism furthers the growth of neoliberalism interested in opposing the economic elite than they are in becoming them. This shift towards individualism completely undermines social cohesion; our economic lives become 'a process by which we fend for ourselves in an attempt to wrest a living from an asocial environment' (Wilkinson 1996, cited in Coburn p.142). Such a society is fertile soil for the further expansion of neoliberal policy; when life has become a competition, the electorate is far more likely to support 'user-pays' privatization, lower taxes and the other trademarks of the neoliberal ideology. In this way, the cycle is closed: neoliberalism begets inequality, which creates an atmosphere of competitiveness that drives further liberalization. Like the selfish gene, capitalist ideals through the vehicle of neoliberalism have increased their dominance purely through the virtue of being good at replicating. Peer Pressure In the years following WWII, the world economy has experienced a rapid transformation in interconnectedness commonly referred to as globalisation. The key features of this change have been increased global trade volume (see Illustration 2), the 3159371 – COMD1001 Essay 2 4 of 10
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Illustration 2: Global Trade Volume 1948-2005. Source: World Trade Organization



elimination of tariffs, a trend towards specialization, increasing liquidity of credit markets and increased interdependence of national currencies (the Euro being the obvious example). The reasons for this are manifold; however, key among them is the rise of neoliberalism. Globalisation is a process well suited to the classical capitalist agenda, as it represents the opening up of an enormous, largely unregulated global marketplace. However, capitalism is not just a cause of globalisation; in another display of its incredible talent for proliferation, globalisation is also a driving force for the further spread of neoliberalism. This pressure takes two forms: firstly, the constant need to maintain competitiveness in an increasingly liberal world market; and secondly, the neoliberal approaches of global institutions such as the World Bank and IMF. The former pressure is fairly self-explanatory. When world trade is dominated by liberalized western states, any kind of mixed or welfare economy is immediately assumed to be at a disadvantage due to the 'market distorting' action of government intervention3. In order to maintain their 3 This is despite the advantages of infant industry protection; despite the fact that all of the dominant industrialized nations owe their current states of development to protectionism (see Monbiot 2004); despite the fact that even today the UK and US prop up their agriculture industries with enormous subsidies; despite the arguments of Keynes; and despite the lack of a mathematical basis for price equilibrium in the first place (see Keen 2001).
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competitiveness in the world market, governments feel compelled to adopt neoliberal policies. Simultaneously, this justification can work in reverse when neoliberalism is wanted for ideological reasons:



“By constructing a particular vision of global space and the ‘place’ of individuals, national economies and so on within it, it has been argued that the idea of globalisation forms part of a rhetoric to legitimize certain political strategies.” (Kelly p.380)



In many cases, powerful business and military interests also play a role through lobbying, corruption or simple political pressure. The neoliberalisation of the world financial institutions is perhaps a more subtle force. Although of course there are many developing countries in which the World Bank or IMF have literally forced a switch to neoliberal economies, in the majority of the world's nations these institutions represent more of an authoritative pressure. “If the finest, most powerful economists in the world insist that neoliberalism is a sensible move”, the argument goes, “then I would be stupid – not to mention unelectable – to go against the trend.” Of course, in yet another example of capitalism's replicative prowess, this is something of a chicken-and-egg situation. The further the move towards liberalization, the greater the support for the neoliberal policies of the world institutions, and the greater authority those policies are given. Some commentators go as far as saying that the 'peer pressure' motivation is enough to force countries to liberalize against their immediate interests, arguing that the ideological dogmatism behind European integration in the 1970s and 80s forced unnecessary changes to European national economies. In France, for example, when a
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need arose to reinvigorate the franc:



“The policies implemented after 1976 were decisively shaped by the constraint of European economic integration...In essence, European integration pegged France to the country in Europe with the most restrictive economic policy – Germany – despite the incurring social costs of high levels of unemployment.” (Babb et al. p.564)



The restructuring of the French economy was not done because it had direct social benefit; it was done because the authoritative voice of the integration movement decreed it.



“In a context highly charged with the consciousness of international competition, the perception was that only a market economy could force French business to make the necessary adjustment to restore its competitiveness abroad.” (Babb et al. p.565).



In other words, the climate of neoliberalism on an international (particularly European) scale was the justification for free market policies on a national level. The Road not Taken Despite what Nixon may think, it is fairly clear that the dominant neoliberal mindset completely discards Keynes's ideas for a mixed economy. The demise of Keynesian economics occurred in two stages; firstly, in its dilution and misrepresentation during the post-war 'neoclassical synthesis'; and secondly, in the discrediting of this 'straw man' Keynesianism during the economic upsets of the 1970s. What is strange is not that these events should lead to the downfall of Keynesian thinking, but that the rigorously logical
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and empirically supported ideas as Keynes' should have been subject to attack in the first place while the far less soundly based classical capitalist theories go largely unquestioned even to this day. In a moment I will look at Keen's thoughts on academic dogmatism, but firstly I will make a few comments on the fitness of Keynesianism in the 'selfish gene' framework. The historical context of the rise and fall of (true) Keynesianism in the United States gives us a fairly good indication of the kind of environment in which the mixed economy 'gene' is best adapted. During the Great Depression, Keynes argued that the root cause of unemployment was lack of demand, and that the 'invisible hand' of the market was not sufficient to maintain full employment irrespective of the actual purchasing power of the consumer. This idea found fertile soil in the 1930s, a time when classical economics was conclusively failing to produce solutions to the depression, and it didn't hurt that US President Franklin Roosevelt was a vocal supporter of Keynes' ideas. Keynesianism flourished. Fast forward to the 1950s and a US economy roaring ahead on the strength of the boost given by WWII. To businessmen, economists and politicians, the Keynesian notions of government intervention suddenly seemed antiquated – and in the meantime, the steadfast proponents of classical economic theory continued to insist that an open market is the way to greater profits. As in biology, a large dowry is an excellent asset when it comes to replication, and on the face of it neoliberalism offers a faster route to profit than Keynes ever could. While the 'Keynes' gene was a good replicator under certain crisis conditions, on a longer timescale capitalism was far superior. In the long run, Keynes is dead. On a more subtle level, during the 1950s the Cold War and pressures of McCarthyism made capitalism synonymous with patriotism in the US. On a world scale, the fresh memories of fascist dictatorships during WWII had inoculated a general
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suspicion of statist and planned economies. It is little wonder that the ideas of Keynes floundered in such an environment, or that neoliberalism began its ascendancy. Dogma and Dogmatists Steve Keen, in his infamous critique of classical theory Debunking Economics, points out that the dogmatic way in which economics is taught is another component of the self-perpetuation of capitalism. He argues that undergraduate students are taught the classical principles as if they were gospel, and not given the mathematical or critical skills to notice the flaws in those ideas (Keen p.5). The vast majority of these students leave after their undergraduate education, and once in the 'real' world join the ranks of neoliberalism, thus contributing to its expansion. The few that move to higher study – at which point they are given the tools to deconstruct the prevailing view – have been so indoctrinated that they do not use these skills to repair the old theories but instead construct ever higher theoretical edifices upon these shaky foundations. More significantly, they teach the same classical ideas to the next generation of undergraduates; and thus the cycle continues. It would seem that capitalism displays its incredible panache for replication even in the academic domain. In Conclusion Regardless of the societal benefits of neoliberal policy, it is impossible to have anything but awe for its ability to expand its reach in both breadth and depth. How many people would have predicted half a century ago that China would today be embracing capitalism with open arms, or that Australia would have an effectively deregulated labor market? Through the individualizing of nations; the liberalizing of world institutions; the pressures of world markets; the lack of competitiveness from its ideological alternatives; and even from its self-perpetuation within academia, neoliberalism has proven itself the king of the jungle when it comes to replication and expansion.
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Just as the evolution forces genes to construct the best possible vehicles for themselves, it has forced capitalism to produce this global phenomenon. Yet the rules of the game, as in biology, are constantly shifting, and in the not too distant future neoliberalism may well find itself at a competitive disadvantage. Perhaps the most important question is not 'where did this ideology come from' – but 'what will it become?' References Atkinson, Anthony B. Income Inequality in OECD Countries: Data and Explanations. CESIFO Working Paper # 881. Feb 2002. Babb, Sarah L., and Marion Fourcade-Gourinchas. "The Rebirth of the Liberal Creed: Paths to Neoliberalism in Four Countries." American Journal of Sociology 108(2002): 533579. Coburn, David. "Income inequality, social cohesion and the health status of populations: the role of neoliberalism." Social Sciences and Medicine 51(2000): 135-146. Keen, Steve. Debunking Economics: The Naked Emperor of the Social Sciences. Annandale: Pluto Press, 2001. Kelly, Phillip F. "The geographies and politics of Globalisation." Progress in Human Geography 23(1999): 379-400. Monbiot, George. The Age of Consent. Harpercollins, 2004. "Statistics Database." World Trade Organisation. 2006. World Trade Oragnisation. 2 Jun 2006 . Wilkinson, R.G. Unhealthy societies: the afflictions of Inequality. Routledge, London 2000.
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